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Filesize 1.13 MB Filetype PDF Pages 23 Downloaded 376 times Filesize 1018.6 kB Filetype PDF
Pages 18 Downloaded 260 times And wed really appreciate it, just copy and paste the following code
to link to this page Download Call of Duty Modern Warfare 3 Manuals Manuals from
ManualPlanet.com Privacy Policy. All rights reserved. This product contains software technology
licensed from Id Software ”Id T echnology”. Activision makes no guarantees regarding the
availability of online play and may modify or discontinue online service in its discretion without
notice, including for example, ceasing online service for economic reasons due to a limited number
of players continuing to make use of the service over time.ManualsPDF. ru. In this guide you will
find illustrated and detailed walkthrough of all missions in single player campaign and descriptions
of places where you can find all 46 intels. For better navigation and searching they are also
described in chapter called Intels. For better navigation and searching they are also described in
chapter called Intels. Besides guide contains walkthrough of all special operations at the veteran
difficulty. The world stands on the brink, and Makarov is intent on bringing civilization to its knees.
In this darkest hour, are you willing to do what is necessary. Special Ops returns with a bevy of
additions, including 16 new objectivebased missions and the allnew Survival Mode. Team up online,
locally, or play solo and face endless waves of attacking enemies throughout every multiplayer map.
Purchase and customize your weapons, air support, equipment and abilities to stand up against
increasingly difficult forces and land a spot on the leaderboards. Earn experience and rank up with
the newly implemented progression system. The higher the rank, the more weapons, air support,
and gear armories you will have available to customize so you can change your tactics on the
fly.http://alexandrapanayotou.com/web/images/static/elan-z600-install-manual.xml

1.0, call of duty modern warfare 3 ps3 manual, call of duty modern warfare 3 ps3
controls, call of duty modern warfare 3 ps3 trophy guide.

In addition to the action packed battle for freedom, the cooperative Survival Mode also serves as an
effective training tool for competitive multiplayer action. Modern Warfare 3 delivers a multiplayer
experience that continues to raise the bar by focusing on fastpaced, gunongun combat, along with
innovative features that support and enhance a large variety of playstyles. Now, you can truly define
your approach with a toolkit more expansive than any previous title. Killstreaks have been
redesigned, new game modes are being introduced, and a gun progression system evolves your
weapons over time. Along with new perks, 16 maps and enhanced private match customization,
multiplayer has been completely rebalanced and polished into the most intense and rewarding
experience possible. Activision Blizzard Publisher Website. Call of Duty Modern Warfare 3 Official
Website. Have fun using it on our WWW pages. All logos and images are copyrighted by their
respective owners. The product code can be found on the spine of the box and on the inside cover of
the software manual. ACTIVISION, CALL OF DUTY and MODERN WARFARE are registered
trademarks and CALL OF DUTY MW3 is a trademark of Activision Publishing, Inc. All other
trademarks and trade names are the properties of their respective owners.Some Call of Duty Elite
features require a paid Call of Duty Elite membership and console online access account allowing
you to receive downloadable content. Call of Duty ELITE is an online community service and its
online features may evolve over time in response to community demand, feedback, technical issues
and regulatory requirements and all such online features are provided expressly subject to change
and availability. Call of Duty Elite is subject to its terms of service. This item has been sublicensed to
you by Sony Computer Entertainment America. The prices shown are the lowest prices available for
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We do not factor unsold items into our prices. Used Very GoodSomething we hope youll especially
enjoy FBA items qualify for FREE Shipping and Amazon Prime. Learn more about the program.
Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of this carousel
please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to
navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. Register a free business account Full content visible, double tap to read brief
content. Please try your search again later.On November 8th, the best selling first person action
series of all time returns with the epic sequel to the multiple Game of the Year award winner Call of
Duty Modern Warfare 2.The third installment in the Modern Warfare branch of the Call of Duty
franchise, Modern Warfare 3 features a heavy focus on multiplayer gameplay which includes
innovative new functionality that encourages multiple gameplay combat strategies, a new 2player
coop option, new play modes, weapons and more. The game also includes a gripping single player
campaign that picks up where Call of Duty Modern Warfare 2 left off, and game integration with the
Call of Duty Elite online service. Do What is Necessary in the Face of Invasion Call of Duty Modern
Warfare 3 is a direct sequel to the previous game in the series, Call of Duty Modern Warfare 2. In
the games single player campaign Russian Ultranationalist Vladimir Makarov continues his
manipulation of Russian Federation forces in their invasion of the United States and Europe. Engage
enemy forces in New York, Paris, Berlin and other attack sites across the globe. The world stands on
the brink, and Makarov is intent on bringing civilization to its knees.

Multiplayer That is Bigger and Better Than Ever Call of Duty Modern Warfare 3 delivers a
multiplayer experience that continues to raise the bar by focusing on fastpaced, gunongun combat,
along with innovative features that support and enhance a large variety of playstyles. Continue the
Call of Duty Modern Warfare in the third release in the series. View larger Best in class multiplayer
action. View larger Pointstreaks and Strike Packages Killstreaks, benefits and abilities awarded for
stringing together multiple kills, have been transformed into Pointstreaks, creating a system that
rewards players both for landing kills and completing objectives. These rewards have been broken
up into three different categories, known as Strike Packages Assault Pointstreaks within this
package chain together and deal direct damage. It includes classics like the Predator Missile and
Attack Helicopter. Your streak resets on death. Support Pointstreaks within this package do not
chain, focusing instead on surveillance and disruption. Your streak does not reset on death meaning
they will respawn with you. Specialist Pointstreaks within this package are designed for advanced
players. Rewards come in the form of additional perks for optimal performance. These perks last
until death. Weapon Proficiencies Just like your player, weapons now rank up, unlocking additional
attachments, reticules, camos and the new proficiency category. Many proficiencies are specific to
their weapons class. And all are geared towards enhancing a certain play style and can allow for
efficient use of your favorite weapons in maps and game modes in which they might not otherwise
be the best choice. Modes and Match Customization Along with the return of the fan favorites Call of
Duty Modern Warfare 3 introduces several new game modes. Collect dog tags from killed players,
including those on your squad while you prevent the opposing squad from taking yours in Kill
Confirmed mode.

In Team Defender mode, grab the flag and protect the flag carrier for as long as you can to increase
your teams score. In addition players will enjoy user generated match mode functionality which
allows you to configure any mode how you want it and then share these over the Call of Duty Elite
online service. 2player Coop Special Ops Survival Mode Special Ops cooperative action returns with
a bevy of additions, including 16 new objectivebased missions and the allnew Survival Mode. Call of
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Duty Elite Call of Duty Elite is an online multiplayer oriented service launched simultaneously with
Call of Duty Modern Warfare 3. The service offers both free and subscription based levels of access
and is dedicated to the game franchise, featuring lifetime statistics across multiple games,
socialnetworking options, competitions, a mobile app, Facebook integration and more. Additional
Screenshots Savings represents a discount off the List Price.To calculate the overall star rating and
percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews
to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. Jon 3.0 out of 5 stars Its impossible. Not fun. Im
sure I could play and play and play and eventually become to the point of being competitive, but any
game you ever try to play where you last about 20 seconds, average MAYBE one kill to your 10 or 15
getting killed, and that is a game not worth supporting with your time or money. This game is fun,
though I found its another one of these where it seems like youre hiding from being completely
killed as much as you are actually progressing forward. Also, there were too many parts where
basically you could just make the game progress forward by running through a section rather than
shooting guys. The storyline was epic as in the last one, though this time it seemed somehow less
focused on the depth of things.

The single player campaign was interesting, but it felt like it was somehow more frantic then in the
last game. Not fasterpaced particularly, but where you didnt get very many chances to just look at
the scenery or maybe there just wasnt as much scenery this time. And it felt like you didnt really get
into enough the overall overarching storyline. A countrys president gets kidnapped as well as
someone close to them, but the reasoning is very cliche and you barely care. World War 3 is
supposedly occurring due to a series of events, but they dont really truly delve into the full extent of
whats happening around the globe. BUT ultimately you are kept in the game by simply partaking in
the action. And while parts of the storyline do feel a bit shallow, I think this game is much more
about the characters I guess of Soap, Price, and Yuri, so that is I think more of what youre following.
Basically its like theres a chess game going on but while occasionally getting glimpses of the entire
board youre mainly just looking at about three or four pieces. The single player campaign is
somewhat short, but longer then the shortest games out there. Definitely longer then Homefront or
Medal of Honor. The offline coop missions are becoming frustratingly rare these days, so getting to
play any type of game where you can actually have a buddy sitting next to you and play is great.
There were two different types of these coop games available one where it was basically a survive
against waves of different types of baddies who got progressively harder, and the other was a similar
thing to CODMW2 where you had set missions you needed to complete. And you can also do these as
a single player, which I enjoyed doing on the survival missions. Bottomline if youre a huge fan of
COD games youve probably already bought this one. I would simply say its not as good as Modern
Warfare 2, but I would also say it is worth getting.We have satellite and cant play online.

We decided to purchase this as yet another set of maps with bots only to find that its multiplayer
doesnt have them. But it has something equally as good for offline splitscreen and lan play. It has
bots in waves and the feel is almost like the oldtime side scrollers, you play the match as far as you
can and then have to start over. Its very worth it given the price of this game now. Very entertaining
for the large percentage of rural people still lacking decent internet.I cant even remember the story
from MW2 I only played this when me and my roommates were forced with the situation of our
internet being down, let alone the story from MW1 I honestly cant remember if I even played the
single player campaign or not. I cant provide a review to the single player yet, and at some time if I
ever play it I will update this, but I can attest to the multiplayer. First off, I want to say that the
multiplayer is much less impressive than the past installments of this game World at War excluded,
but I guess that brought the zombie mode, so yes this might actually be the worst installment yet.
The maps are larger, but they appear to be reduxes of previous maps from previous games. Am I
guilty of this. Sure, but I only bought the game thanks to it being on sale from Amazon. In addition to



the lack of originality in maps, theyve removed possibly one of my favorite game modes Gun Game
and its variations. I hope the single player story is awesome, but I cant imagine it will be. Itll
probably take my internet being down again to get through it, but that being said if you enjoy these
games, buy them. WW1 American Revolution. In all honesty, FPS players on consoles and PC
deserve better than this. I cant wait to see the reaction from people when MW3 releases a map pack
that is the EXACT same as the ones theyve sampled to create these new levels.Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote.

Please try again Not the greatest story Not the greatest story, but awesome visuals and set pieces
that can occasionally take your breath away.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again I
cannot wait to finish the rest of. I cannot wait to finish the rest of the series.Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again Ive had no problems with it so far, and I recommend it to anyone
who likes first person shooting games for ps3Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again
Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1 In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Need tips on conquering it on Veteran, or
maybe you need to find all the intel. Check our Walkthrough.YES NO In This Wiki Guide Call of Duty
Modern Warfare 3 Summary War comes home in Call Of Duty Modern Warfare 3, the explosive third
chapter of the blockbuster firstperson action series set in nearfuture combat scenarios. All other
trademarks and trade names are the properties of their respective owners. Message and Data Rates
may apply. By clicking SUBMIT, you agree to the SMS terms and agree that Activision may send you
text messages at the above number about your customer service request. By checking the box, you
also agree that Activision may send you promotional texts at the above number.Please try again
later. Change my email address Please try again later. You can view the revised policy here. By
continuing to use Activision’s websites, products or services, you acknowledge this revised Privacy
Policy. DLC SmokeFlare, QuantumMercu There are 77 Trophies that can be earned in this title.The
game involves intense firefights across many countries such as Paris, New York and London. This
time theres been a few added features to the game; first off is the new Survival mode which is much
like Zombies from the previous COD titles.

You will have to face off against waves and waves of enemies and it gets harder each time, its
manageable to reach wave 15 though. CODs critically acclaimed multiplayer is also back, this time
theres a lot of added features such as the all new prestige shop and gun leveling, which awards
players for using a gun more than other guns. However theres no trophies tied to multiplayer so if
youre only playing for the platinum then you dont need to bother playing multiplayer. Theres no
online trophies as youll be glad to know so the platinum wont take you too long. The campaign takes
about 5hrs to complete on Recruit. Depending on your skills, about 8 10hrs for veteran. Good luck
on your road to platinum and hope this guide helps! Completing it on veteran first will make it so
you only have to do one playthrough. However if youve never played a Call of Duty game or any FPS
before Id advise you not to start out on veteran, reason being is it can be hard at some points and
requires skill and patience but if you feel you can do it then by all means do so. Its about the same
difficulty as MW2 so if youve completed MW2s veteran you will have no trouble here. Some tips for
veteran Use them as decoys, enemies will get distracted by them and you can pick the enemies of
easier. However this doesnt always work. If an enemy has seen you then he will only go for you.Just
pop one in a room to immobilise, blind and deafen them for a short period of time. At this point you
can just run in all Rambo and blow them all away. You will also want to go for the chapter specific
trophies in this playthrough too, try to get as much as you can of them to save you replaying any
mission. None of them are that hard to get so you shouldnt have any problem with them. Also on
your playthough you will want to collect all enemy intel, theres 46 of them and they look like laptops,
theyre not hidden that well so you may find these as you go through the story, or you can use the
videos within the guide.



This will net you the Informant and Scout Leader. For more information on any trophy mentioned in
this step please refer to the trophy guide for details. At the end of this step you should have all Story
Related trophies and also all Mission Specific Trophies. Step 2 Survival mode New to MW3, survival
mode sees the player defend against waves and waves of all sorts of enemies ranging from
helicopters to dogs with explosives strapped to them. The trophies are pretty easy and you can do
most of them by yourself. Getting to wave 15 isnt hard either. Powerpyx has written very detailed
accounts and videos for each survival trophy so for more info please refer to the trophy guide. By the
end of this step you should have, Birdie, Arms Dealer, Danger Zone, Defense Spending, Get Rich Or
Die Trying, I Live, Survivor and Unstoppable. Step 3 Spec Ops On hardest difficulty Theres 48 stars
to be earned in MW3s spec ops mode. Some of these missions are brutal and will really test your
skill. You can do these either by yourself or with a partner, doing it by yourself is much harder as
theres nobody to revive you if you go down. I recommend getting a co op partner to do these or you
can do it in split screen if you prefer. Theres 16 special op missions and each gives you 3 stars for
completing it on the hardest difficulty. For more info on any trophies related to this step refer to the
trophy guide. The reason this is one of the last steps is that you may have already got most if them
without even trying. Some though you actually need to go for, such as knifing 5 enemies in a row
Doubt youll be able to do this on veteran difficulty. For more info on these miscellaneous trophies
please refer to the trophy guide. At the end of this step you should have all miscellaneous trophies
which are, Strike!, Jack the Ripper and Serrated Edge. This will bring your total to 50 trophies and
your platinum, congrats.

If for some reason you dont then continue on to step 5 Step 5 Clean up Missed a mission specific
trophy. Didnt get a trophy relating to survival mode. Then nows your chance to go over what your
missing and earn them. Look what trophies you are missing and look them up in the trophy guide for
more info on them.Mission Select is available. Yes, 4 Skilled Negotiator, Shotgun Diplomacy,
Slippery Slope, Ice in Your Veins First off, I would suggest going for the Shotgun Diplomacy and
Slippery Slope trophies in Regular difficulty. It will make going for the Not on My Watch trophy
much easier later on. Step Two Complete each mission on Veteran Difficulty. Now, after getting
accustomed to the missions, go for the Veteran trophies. By following my suggestions below, you
should do well. Dont forget to get into cover. Its probably the biggest annoyance for anyone, but itll
always be the biggest lifesaver in any attempt on Veteran. After accomplishing the gruelling fight on
Veteran, Not on My Watch and A Bakers Dozen are your final objectives. Follow the strategies listed
in the Trophy Guide and you will have obtained the first six DLC Trophies for Modern Warfare 3.
Congratulations! Step 1 Beat Killswitch on Regular then Veteran You can speed through this mission
in less than 5 minutes on regular. Whoever is better at sniping should take the overwatch position.
The overwatch player can easily nab the Helipocalypse on either difficulty. Step 2 Beat Iron Clad on
Regular and then Veteran I found this to be the harder of the 2 missions. You have to keep the tank
alive as well yourself. The regular run through is very important to know where suicide bombers and
RPGs are spawning in and attacking the tank. However there is a simple strategy that will net you all
3 trophies related to this mission in 1 go. There are no cheats Introduction This is the third Content
Collection drop for Call of Duty Modern Warfare 3.

I dont think any of you reading this guide will have much problems because if youre here, it probably
means you have platinumed the game and a pretty seasoned Call of Duty player. The trophies are
pretty straightforward and I hope the guide will help you get that much annoying 100%.
Walkthrough Arctic Recon Step 1 Complete Arctic Recon on Veteran which gives you Stay Frosty
and Sub Zero. Step 2 Complete the Arctic Recon mission on Recruit to beat the 3.30 for dr0n3d
Vertigo Step 1 Complete Vertigo on Veteran to get Apex and Pinnacle Step 2 Kill all the 3
Juggernauts on Veteran to get To Jugger or to JuggerNaut You could do Steps 1 and 2 together to
get 3 trophies in one playthrough if you attempt it together but the thing is, you would have to use
your rockets on those three which gives you a problem when you jump off the roof and face multiple



enemies as opposed to destroying the choppers and letting them drop. Step 3 Destroy all 16
helicopters for Flyswatter . Check out The Best of the Best for more details. Once youve started the
SP Campaign the trophy will unlock. Complete Black Tuesday on any difficulty. 3 This trophy will
unlock automatically by playing through the story. Check out The Best of the Best for more details.
Once you complete the mission Black Tuesday the trophy will unlock. Complete Hunter Killer on any
difficulty. 1 This trophy will unlock automatically by playing through the story. Once you complete
the mission Hunter Killer the trophy will unlock. Complete Persona Non Grata on any difficulty. 1
This trophy will unlock automatically by playing through the story. Once you complete the mission
Persona Non Grata the trophy will unlock. Complete Turbulence on any difficulty. This trophy will
unlock automatically by playing through the story. Once you complete the mission Turbulence the
trophy will unlock. WARNING THERE IS A HIDDEN TROPHY TIED INTO THIS MISSION, SEE THE
Flight Attendant TROPHY AT THE END OF THIS GUIDE FOR MORE INFO!

Complete Back on the Grid on any difficulty. Once you complete the mission Back on the Grid the
trophy will unlock. Complete Mind the Gap on any difficulty. Once you complete the mission Mind
the Gap the trophy will unlock. Complete Goalpost on any difficulty. Once you complete the mission
Goalpost the trophy will unlock. Complete Return to Sender on any difficulty. Once you complete the
mission Return to Sender the trophy will unlock. Complete Bag and Drag on any difficulty. Once you
complete the mission Bag and Drag the trophy will unlock. Complete Iron Lady on any difficulty. 1
This trophy will unlock automatically by playing through the story. Once you complete the mission
Iron Lady the trophy will unlock. This trophy will unlock automatically by playing through the story.
Once you complete the mission Eye of the Storm the trophy will unlock. Complete Blood Brothers on
any difficulty. 4 This trophy will unlock automatically by playing through the story. Once you
complete the mission Blood Brothers the trophy will unlock. Complete Stronghold on any difficulty.
Once you complete the mission Stronghold the trophy will unlock. Complete Scorched Earth on any
difficulty. 2 This trophy will unlock automatically by playing through the story. Once you complete
the mission Scorched Earth the trophy will unlock. Complete Down the Rabbit Hole on any difficulty.
2 This trophy will unlock automatically by playing through the story. Once you complete the mission
Down the Rabbit Hole the trophy will unlock. Check out The Best of the Best for more details.
Complete Persona Non Grata, Turbulence, and Back on the Grid on Veteran difficulty. 1 This trophy
will unlock automatically by playing through the story on Veteran difficulty. Check out The Best of
the Best for more details. Check out The Best of the Best for more details. Check out The Best of the
Best for more details. This trophy will unlock automatically by playing through the story on Veteran
difficulty.

Check out The Best of the Best for more details. Check out The Best of the Best for more details.
Check out The Best of the Best for more details. If you use basic cover and pick enemies off one by
one instead of going head first into firefights you will succeed. Theres no time limit, so take your
time; dont rush. If youre ever out in the open you will die so always make sure you plan where youre
going to move to next which has a good amount of cover. The checkpoints are a lot better in this
than the previous CODs, they seem to be more paced and you can sort of predict when theyre going
to appear. Use them as decoys, enemies will get distracted by them and you can pick the enemies of
easier. If an enemy has seen you then he will only go for you. Just pop one in a room to immobilise,
blind and deafen them for a short period of time. At this point you can just run in all Rambo and blow
them all away. After leaving the start area and going down a set of stairs, you will come into a large
courtyard. Run to the left side and take out the enemies that are in your way. 6 new enemies will
come out of an alleyway and stop infront of a door. Throw your grenade right between them and you
should easily kill 5 at once. Reload the Checkpoint and keep trying if you didnt get it the first time.
All you need to do is to take out five enemies in a row by using your knife with. It doesnt matter if
you do it during the story or while playing spec ops. However, its a lot easier to do this on Recruit
Difficulty. You may not die in between the kills. You can replay each mission, so dont worry if you



miss one. The intels look like computers. You can pick them up by pressing. Each mission in the
game has at least one intel. The video below will show you all 46 intel locations Press to equip it.
Make sure that you keep it all over the missions since you wont find another one.

Take out as many enemies as possible with one shot, you will get about 2 kills maybe more per shot
depends on how grouped enemies are. Later on during the mission you can restore ammo at the
ammo crates and receive full ammo for the XM25. Restart the checkpoint if you feel that you have
done really badly at a part. Theres a lot more than 30 enemies across the mission so if you only use
the XM25 you will have no trouble doing this. Its recommended to replay the mission on recruit
when going for the trophy. You have a total of ONLY 20 Grenades and need to destroy 5 Helicopters.
It takes 2 Shots per Helicopter to destroy it so make sure you zoom in and aim carefully. Also dont
waste the grenades on the enemies on the ground, use your MG to take them out. If at any point you
feel you have failed and have used too many grenades you can restart the checkpoint. Make sure
that you destroy each vehicle with a single shot. Wait until they have stopped driving and are
perfectly still, this will improve your chances of a direct hit. Restart the Checkpoint if you miss a
vehicle. Once you breach into the area and get off the truck, you will be told to use air support. Dont
kill any enemies yet, go to the left side and cover behind some crates to make sure you dont get
killed. Activate the Chopper Gunner and kill everything you can as fast as possible. Enemies are
marked red and easy to kill. If you can count how many enemies you have killed, its really not that
hard and you may get it without even trying. Simply keep shooting all over to hit everyone you can.
If at any point you feel you have messed up then reload the last checkpoint. Soon after receiving
those grenades a couple helicopters will fly in and drop off enemy soldiers. Wait until the helicopter
has stopped moving to drop enemies and quickly throw a smoke grenade underneath the helicopter.


